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Abstract. The analytical model of three wheels mobile robot as the control object is worked out with use of the
theoretical mechanics. Model includes two parts, part which describes longitudinal acceleration and dynamics of
maneuvers on the azimuth angle and part which describes transverse oscillations of trunk relatively to the ground. For
description of acceleration characteristics and maneuvering on the azimuth angle robot is considered as the trunk with
installed two direct current motors at the base of the isosceles triangle and absolutely passive wheel installed in the
vertex of the isosceles triangle. For description of transverse oscillations robot is considered as rigid trunk placed on
viscose-elastic supports, and every support moves on its own land trajectory. It is shown that the result obtained may
be used both for direct synthesis of mobile robot control system, and for evaluation of Nyquist frequency of sensors
signal digitizing, which minimize information losses in mobile robot digital control system.

1. Introduction
Tricycle mobile robots are of widely used due to their
extremely simple design, structural sustainability of and
simplicity of control actions [1, 2]. In the case under
investigation only two direct current electrical motors
may be used both for longitudinal movement and for
azimuth angle maneuvering, so control system may be
two-loops one only. When tricycle moves on the terrain
every wheel rolls on the track with specific individual
occasional micro-profile. Trunk of the mobile robot,
placed on the viscose-elastic supports, may be considered
as mechanical filter for damping a road impacts. If mobile
robot carries onboard equipment it is necessary to
evaluate mechanical accelerations, which affect onto
equipment after filtering of road noise on the stage of
robot design. So for proper design and proper control of
tricycle during the operation phase it is necessary to have
the adequate mathematical model of robot space
navigation [3, 4, 5]. Methods of analytical description of
moving of vehicles in space are not widespread in an
engineering practice, that explains relevance and urgency
of investigations in this domain of mechanics of mobile
robots.

2. Kinematics of mobile robot
Kinematics of mobile robot, as a transport vehicle, is
shown on the Fig. 1 [6, 7], where xOyz is the Earth
coordinate system, placed into the center of mass O of
mobile robot trunk; x-coordinate is directed forward in the
course of the robot movement; z-coordinate is directed
vertically up; and z-coordinate complements the

coordinate system to the right one. Robot is considered as
the absolutely rigid trunk, based on viscose/elastic
supports, placed at the vertex A, B, C of isosceles triangle.
For the simplicity assumption, that suspension points and
center of mass are situated at the same plane, are made.
Besides it is assumed that robot is symmetrical with
respect to longitudinal vertical plane, passing through the
center of mass of the trunk. Wheels B and C are active.
Aggregated moment of this wheels provides
robotlongitudinal movement, and difference moment
provides turning on the course angle . Wheel A is strong
passive. It provides third fulcrum only, and is installed on
the support, which in turn rotates at hinge. Axis of
rotation is perpendicular to the ABC-plane. The trunk has
no longitudinal not transverse mobility degree relatively
to supports, in such a way centers of wheels may move
the straights line perpendicular ABC-plane only. Lengths
of supports counterbalance the weight of trunk Mg, where
M is the trunk mass; g is the acceleration of gravity.
When robot is installed stock-still onto a horizontal
surface supports A, B, C have the initial lengths
S A = S B = S C = S , and the coordinates of suspension
points A, B, C and supporting points A, B, C are as
follows:
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νB , νC are
moments of dry friction in the bears of engine; U B , U C

When robot moves the trunk spatial position is
determined with both three linear co-ordinates, x, y, z, and
three angles, such as the pitch angle , the rolling angle 
and the azimuth angle .
z
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are control actions applied to B and C motors;

RzB, RzC



If necessary, motors are equipped with reduction gears
with transmitting coefficient i (when motor have no
reducer, then i = 1). So moments and rotation speeds at
reducer output shafts are as follows:
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 B, C ,

ωB ωC are rotation speeds on reducer output
r

r

μ B , r μ C are payload

moments on reducers B and C output shafts.
Reducers are loaded on the drive wheels, so wheel
drive circumferential speeds, which coincide with the
speeds of supports B and C are as follows:
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K U are proportionality factors;
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payload moments on B and C motor shafts;
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(5)
VB , C r  B , C q .
Main parameter of vehicle, which characterizes its
dynamic properties, is the accelerating parameter. To
obtain it is sufficiently to work out the differential
equation in small increments from a steady-state regime
of movement (below increments with minus sign are
decrements). Increments of a mass center longitudinal
velocity V and azimuth angle  rotation speed are as
follows:

Figure 1. Kinematics of mobile robot

To describe robot movement one should to describe
longitudinal motion and linked with it transverse
oscillation of the trunk with respect to equilibrium
position.

3. Longitudinal movement of mobile
robot

V

Forces, which actuate the robot when longitudinal motion,
are shown on the Fig 1 [8, 9, 10, 11]. Designations of
forces is as follows:  is the trajectory of longitudinal
movement; V, ψ are longitudinal linear and transverse
angular velocities of movement along the trajectory ,

VB VC
2

;

(6)
VB VC
;

2L y

where VB , VC are increments of circumferential speeds
VB , VC of B and C wheels; q - is the radius of wheels;
 is the increment of the azimuth rotation speed;

correspondingly; FB, FC are vectors of driving forces in
supports B and C, correspondingly; RxA, RxB, RxC are
resistance forces, which include dry friction and rolling
forces.
Concrete mathematical model of mechanical power
source is determined with type of engine, used in concrete
robot: it may be internal combustion engine, diesel engine
or electrical motor [2, 3]. Simplest design has
construction, based on two direct current motors, one of
which actuates wheel B, and other actuates wheel C. For
simplification of design motors are united with wheels.
Control in such a system is divided onto B and C control
subsystems.
For symmetrical robot differential equations, which
describe control process in electrical engines, are as
follows:
T B  B K   B K B KU U B ;
(3)

TC C K   C K C KU U C ,

d
.
dt
Center of rotation is situated on the straight line
passing through points B and C in parallel with y axis.
The angle and the radius of rotation, which reckoned from
the point, situated on the internal circumference, may be
defined as follows:
2 L yVB
, when VB  VC ;

VC dt  VB dt
VC  VB
; 
(7)

2 L yVC
2L y

, when VB  VC ,

VB  VC
where dt is small increment of time.
Increments  FB ,  FС of driving forces FB , FC on
the wheels and increments  rB ,  rС of payload



moments r  B , r C are linked as follows:
 FB,C  q  rB,C .

ωB , ωC are rotation speeds of B and C motor
shafts; T is the time constant of motors; μ B , μC are
where

2

(8)
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Differential equation system, which describes dynamic
of longitudinal movement and azimuth angle rotation of
mobile robot, is as follows:
MV V V  RxA  RxB  RxC  FB  FC ; (9)
J z     RyA L A  RxB   RxC L y
 FB   FC L y ;

Transverse oscillations of trunk arise as a result of road
impact, which are transmitted through viscose-elastic
supports onto the trunk [12, 13, 14, 15]. So coordinates of
points of contact wheels and road are as follows
z A , z B , zC    S  A ,  S  B ,  S  C  . (12)
where  A ,  B ,  C are small deviations of supports length.
Trunk is the rigid, so for points O, A, B, C next
condition is quite correct:
xО yО zО 1
xА yА z A 1
(13)
0,
xB y B z B 1
xC yC zC 1

dV
;  RxA is the increment of the
dt
longitudinal component of rolling and dry friction forces
RxA , affected on the wheel A;  RyA is the increment of
the transverse component of rolling and dry friction forces
RyA affected on the wheel A;  RxB ,  RxC are
increments of rolling and dry friction forces RxB , R xC ,
affected on the wheels B, C;  FB ,  FC are increments of
driving forces FB , FC on wheels B and C,
correspondingly.
Joint solution of equations (3) - (9) gives following
system, describing longitudinal movement and azimuth
angle maneuvering of three wheels mobile robot:
V  p  DVV  p   p  DV  p  FV  p;
(10)
V  p DV  p   p D  p  F  p ,
where p is the Laplace variable (differential operator);
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4. Transverse oscillations of the trunk

trunk; V

 RyA L A

DVV  p D  p   DV  p DV  p 

Expressions (11) shows, that dynamics of longitudinal
movement of 3-wheel mobile robot depends on
characteristics of motors, gear ratio, design of chassis etc.
On the deviations of robot velocity changing load is
influenced. It is necessary to admit, that (11) is valid,
when wheels does not lose mechanical contact with a road
and transverse slip of the wheels on the surface is absent.

where M is the summing mass of the trunk and supports;
J z is the moment of inertia of the trunk with respect to
axis z; V is the coefficient, which describes dissipative
forces affects on the trunk (in the first approximation that
force considered as viscous friction);  is the
coefficient, which describes dissipative forces in bears of
wheels (they considered as moment of viscous friction
too); V is the increment of the longitudinal velocity V of

 FV  p 

 F  p DVV  p    FV  p DV  p 

V  p 

where xO , yO , zO are coordinates, which define spatial
position
of
trunk
mass
center
O;
the
x A, B,C , y A, B,C , z A, B,C are coordinates of points of
mount of suspensions A, B, C, correspondingly.
As a rule, on the stage of mobile robot design one
should only to evaluate the character of transverse
oscillations of the trunk and effectiveness of those, or that
design decisions. So the next assumption may be done for
this purpose: all values, which characterize spatial
position of the trunk are not much differ from their
meaning at equilibrium position. In such a way below
small increments  z ,  ,  of the linear coordinate z 0 ,
the pitch angle  and the rolling angle , will be
considered. Next formulae, which link increments
 A ,  B ,  C and  z ,  ,  may be obtained:

z
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LA
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2 LBC A L A ( B  C )
;
2( L A LBC )


B
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B



C
2( L A

LBC )
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(14)

 C .
2L 2L
Differential equations, which describe the trunk
transverse oscillation, are as follows:
Mz V z  RzA  RzB  RzC ;
J x   RzB   RzC Ly ;
J y     RzA L A   RzB  RzC LBC
(15)
 FB  FC  RxA  RxB  RxC S ;



KU UC  K  C  2i   RxA
Kq
 2 RxC ;

 UB ,  UC are increments of control actions applied to
B and C motors.
Solving the system (10) gives
 FV  p D  p    F  p DV  p 
V  p 
; (11)
DVV  p D  p   DV  p DV  p 



 RzA, RzB, RzC
s  A, B,C    A, B,C ,

 A, B,C   A, B,C
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where M is the mass of the trunk; J x , J y are moments
0,8

of inertia of the trunk with respect to x and y axis,
correspondingly; V ,  are coefficients, which
characterize dissipative forces affects on the trunk when
linear and angle velocities correspondingly; (viscous
friction);  is the viscous friction factor, quite the same
for dampers of supports A, B, C; s is the stiffness factor of
support A, B, C springs; S is initial length of supports;
 z ,  ,   are increments of the linear coordinate z 0 ,
d z , , 

z , , 

dt

;



z , , 

dz , , 

V

RzB,

RzC,

correspondingly;
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increments of driving forces FB, FC; correspondingly;
 RxA,  RxB ,  RxC are increments of resistance forces

5 sm

z

RxA, RxB, RxC, correspondingly;  A ,  B ,  C are
increments of z coordinates of suspension mount points A,
B, C;  A ,  B ,  C  are increments of z coordinates of
points of touching of wheels A, B, C the road;
d A, B , C , A, B, C
 A, B , C , A, B, C
.
dt
Equation system (15) is the linear one, so its Laplace
transform is as follows:

Mp2
J x p 2

0

A

dt
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Figure 2. Acceleration characteristics (a) and the trunk transverse
oscillations (b) of three wheels mobile robot

V p  z  p   RzA  p   RzB  p   RzC  p  ;

On the Fig. 2 a, acceleration characteristics for
maneuvers along coordinate x and angle ψ are shown in
standardized intervals 0÷1. For a convenience graphics
are presented in different scales. As the input signal
Haeviside function is used. For investigation of velocity
dynamics step function was impacted on left and right
control systems in-phase. For investigation of azimuth
angle dynamics step function was impacted on left and
right control systems counter-phase.
On the Fig. 2 b, transverse oscillations of trunk are
shown. The case, when three wheels mobile robot moves
on the terrain, and every wheel rolls on the track with
specific individual micro-profile is considered. Road
micro-profiles under wheels A, B, C were generated as
“white”, uncorrelated noises and are shown in the first
three diagrams. Next three diagrams shows transverse
oscillation on the linear coordinate z 0 , the pitch angle ϑ
and the rolling angle γ, correspondingly.

 RzB  p   RzC  p L y ; (16)
 RzA, RzB, RzC  p p s  A, B,C   p   A, B,C  p ,
where p is the Laplace variable (differential operator)..
Solving (14), (16) with respect to  z ,  ,  one
would have the next dependences:
 z  p  W A ! z  p    A  p  W B ! z  p    B   p 

WC ! z  p    C   p  WFB ! z  p    FB  p 

WFC ! z  p    FC  p ;
   p WB !  p   B  p WC !  p   C   p ; (17)
   p  W A !  p    A  p  W B !  p    B   p 
WC !  p    C   p  W FB !  p    FB  p 
W FC !  p    FC  p ,

where W# ! "  p  transfer function, which describes
reaction " on the actuation #.
Transfer functions have sixth order characteristic polynomial, what shows that there may be character frequencies, on which trunk is swinging at certain speeds of
movement. To avoid swinging designer should to optimize design of robot, namely properly choice mass of the
trunk and parameters of viscose-elastic supports.

6. Conclusion
The result obtained may be used directly for synthesis of
mobile robot control system, due to the fact, that all
methods of synthesis used are based on the knowledge of
control object dynamic model [16]. As a rule, mobile
robot spatial position is controlled by Von Neumann type
digital computer, which have plenty other tasks to solve.
So there is the problem to divide computational resources
of controller between solved tasks at a current time. One
of parameters helping facilitation a solution of the

5. Result of computer simulation of
mobile robot movement
A result of simulation of movement of mobile robot is
shown on the Fig. 2.
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8.

problem is choice rational intervals between quests of
sensors, in particular censors of spatial position of robot
and speedometer. Quest time intervals should satisfy the
sample theorem, and in particular frequency of quests
should be more, then Nyquist frequency of sampling [17].
Mechanics of mobile robot may be considered as the filter,
which smoothing impact of such disturbing factors, as
billowy land. So model permits to evaluate sampling
frequency, which minimize information losses when
digitizing of sensors signal [18].
The research was carried out within the state
assignment of the Ministry Education and Science of
Russian Federation (No 2.3121.2017/PCH).
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